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Optical Practice Support: Qualification Specification 

Unit  Units 

01 Assess and measure physical and optical properties and requirements  

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Obtain facial measurements  

• Assess frame fit and measurements  

• Obtain spectacle lens measurements 

02 Conduct routine optical screening procedures 

• Establish procedures to be carried out with individual  

• Prepare to carry out optical screening procedures  

• Conduct optical screening procedures 

03 Display and merchandise product in an optical practice 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Plan a spectacle/frame or other display area 

• Set up and dismantle a spectacle/frame or other display area  

• Label the product or fixture  

04 Manage the optical practice 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Manage business operations 

• Manage clinical activities 

• Manage stock activities 

05 Manage health and safety in the optical practice 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Carry out Risk Assessments 

• Carry out Optometry Triage 

• Comply with Health and Safety requirements of the practice   

• Dispose of waste   

06 Manage customer service 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Deliver customer service 

• Manage the delivery of customer service 

07 Provide contact lens service 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Confirm the contact lenses against the order and prescription  

• Supply the contact lenses to individuals  

• Advise individual on handling and care requirements  

08 Supervise the work of others in the optical practice 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Help to schedule the work of others 

• Coordinate and monitor the work of others 

• Provide feedback to others on their performance 

09 Develop and maintain own skills and practise 

To achieve this Unit you will be required to: 

• Develop and maintain own skills and practise 
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Unit 01: Assess and measure physical and optical properties and requirements 
 

Overview This Unit describes the competence required to ensure the correct fit of the 

spectacle frames and to ensure that the lenses are positioned to give optimum visual 

benefits. This Unit requires the knowledge needed to deal with lens designs 

including those for prescriptions up to + 9.75D sphere and cylinders up to + 6.00DC 

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be able 
to 

Obtain facial measurements  
a. prepare yourself, the equipment and the individual for the measurement 

procedure 
b. obtain and record accurately the relevant facial measurements  
c. refer anomalies or complex requirements to the relevant clinically qualified 

person  
d. explain the stages of the measuring process in a way that promotes ease of 

understanding from the individual  
e. ensure that you carry out the measurements safely and in accordance with 

organisational procedures  
 

You must be able 
to: 

Assess frame fit and measurements  
f. assess the suitability of the chosen frame for the lens prescription, facial 

shape and other measurements   
g. assess the frame for fit and comfort  
h. make adjustments/adaptations where required 
i. measure and record the size of the required frame accurately  
j. treat the individual politely and helpfully throughout the measurement 

process  
k. provide advice on frame selection for required prescription and offer 

suitable alternatives 
 

You must be able 
to: 

Obtain spectacle lens measurements  
l. confirm that the prescription data and spectacle lens specification are 

recorded accurately  
m. confirm the measurements for lenses are accurately obtained  
n. ensure that the prescription data is complete and accurate   
o. confirm lens availability  
p. complete the required documentation in accordance with organisational 

procedures  
 

Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to know 
and understand 

Obtain facial measurements  
1. how to prepare yourself, the equipment and the individual for the 

measurement procedure 
2. the purpose of the measurements  
3. monocular CDs, inter-pupillary distance, optical centres, lens decentration  
4. recognition of ocular asymmetry such as squint  
5. the importance of matching frames to facial shape  
6. practice requirements: policies, procedures, instructions  
7. legal requirements to involve qualified person and limitations of your ability, 

authority and responsibilities  
8. how to ensure the relevant level of cleanliness and hygiene of equipment  
9. the need for personal hygiene  and health and safety precautions when 

working in close proximity to the individual  
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You need to know 
and understand 

Assess frame fit and measurements  
10. general characteristics of frame types and materials and the method of 

manufacture  
11. implications of size and prescription on fit and comfort  
12. how to make adjustments/adaptations where required 
13. methods of obtaining measurements  
14. the measurement of the segment position for bifocal lenses  
15. which frame measurements to obtain and record and the conventions in 

recording  
16. the importance of BVD (back vertex distance) and pantoscopic angle  
17. product range availability  
18. relevant person: qualified person, line manager, colleagues  
19. the standards relevant to your own role/performance 

 
You need to know 
and understand 

Obtain spectacle lens measurements  
20. relevant measurements for different types and designs of frames  
21. units of measurement including dioptres, focal length, cylinder and axis  
22. transposition of prescriptions  
23. spectacle lens design: high index, single vision, bifocal, progressive power 

lenses  
24. the advantages and disadvantages of the various lens types  
25. lens types and their suitability for frame types  
26. the optical and electronic aids to help individuals with low vision 
27. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
28. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
29. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

30. the legislation applicable to the practice 
31. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 02: Conduct routine optical screening procedures 

 
Overview This Unit covers the routine screening of individuals for non-contact tonometry, auto-

refraction and field screening. The tests and procedures and data collection are carried 

out under the supervision of a qualified person. Users of this Unit will need to ensure 

that practice reflects up to date information and policies 

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Establish procedures to be carried out with individual  
a. establish the individual's details from existing records and confirm these with 

the individual  
b. treat the individual politely and helpfully throughout the optical screening 

procedure  
c. explain the tests and procedures clearly and in a manner appropriate to the 

individual 
d. confirm the individual’s understanding of the tests and procedures 
e. respond to requests for information within your responsibility and provide 

accurate information  
f. adapting your communication styles to meet the needs of individual 
g. refer to the relevant person requests for information that are outside your 

responsibility  
 

You must be 
able to: 

Prepare to carry out optical screening procedures  
h. prepare yourself, equipment/environment and individual for procedure 
i. confirm the equipment to be used is available, calibrated and fit for use  
j. confirm the tests to be performed, as directed by the qualified person, are 

agreed with the individual  
k. confirm that the individual is in a comfortable position for the screening to be 

carried out  
 

You must be 
able to: 

Conduct optical screening procedures  
l. carry out the screening routines in accordance with organisational procedures 
m. promptly refer difficulties in carrying out the tests or significant variations in 

data to qualified person  
n. complete the required documentation in accordance with organisational 

procedures  
o. carry out the process safely and within the recommended timescales  
p. effectively handover to the next stage in the process  
q. complete the required documentation in accordance with organisational 

procedures  
 

Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Establish procedures to be carried out with individual  
1. legal requirements to involve qualified person and your limitations of authority 

and responsibilities  
2. how to effectively deal with difficult individuals 
3. range and characteristics of screening tests available and how these are 

carried out (including non-contact tonometry, auto-refraction, field screening 
and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)) 

4. the principles of non-contact tonometry, auto-refraction and field screening  
5. the types of services that your practice provides to individuals, and your role in 

supporting this  
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6. the relevant statutory requirements for record keeping of individual details 
and confidentiality  
 

You need to 
know and 
understand 

Prepare to carry out optical screening procedures  
7. types of tests: non-contact tonometry, auto-refraction, field screening  
8. binocular vision and depth perception  
9. visual fields theory and the eye conditions that can be detected  
10. glaucoma, cataracts and diabetes and the effect of these conditions on the eye  
11. what information can be given and how it should be communicated 
12. use and safety of equipment and functional checks  
13. how to clean and decontaminate the equipment 
14. how to check that equipment is calibrated 
15. test information to be provided  

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Conduct optical screening procedures  
16. how to access and interpret equipment manufacturer instructions 
17. purposes of screening test equipment  
18. how to complete the required documentation in accordance with 

organisational procedures  
19. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
20. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

21. the legislation applicable to the practice 
22. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 03: Display and merchandise product in an optical practice  

 
Overview 
 

This Unit covers the planning, setting up and stocking of the spectacle/frame display or 
other presentation area according to the needs of the practice. It also includes 
labelling of spectacles or other products for display and the principles of stock control 
for other optical products.  
 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Plan a spectacle/frame or other display area 
a. design the location and stock in accordance with instructions and practice 

policy  
b. identify the reasons and purpose for the display and establish the availability  
c. identify the requirements for product and its availability   
d. identify shortfalls in equipment or product and other problems and take 

corrective action  
 

You must be 
able to: 

Set up and dismantle a spectacle/frame or other display area  
e. select and erect the display/fixtures to the correct specification  
f. identify and deal with any faulty display fixtures/equipment  
g. use the correct tools/equipment to set up the display safely in the optimum 

time  
h. ensure the finished display/fixtures are clean and tidy and free from hazards  
i. select the correct type and quantity of stock for the practice requirements for 

those products  
j. examine and reject unsuitable items from the stock and remove any 

inappropriate/old labels  
k. deal with rejected items correctly  
l. display stock in accordance with the layout and the load carrying limitations  
m. ensure product quality is preserved and protected by using the correct 

handling techniques  
n. return excess stock, materials, tools and equipment to the correct location  
o. use safe lifting and carrying techniques  
p. use the correct tools/equipment to dismantle the display safely in the 

optimum time  
q. return all fixtures/equipment to the correct storage location  
r. carry out the process safely and efficiently with minimum inconvenience to 

individuals and staff  
 

You must be 
able to: 

Label the product or fixture  
s. select the correct product for labelling and ensure any earlier labels or point of 

sale material has been removed  
t. select the correct types of label and labelling equipment  
u. use the labelling equipment correctly  
v. confirm the information on the labels is correct  
w. position the labels securely in the correct place so that they are clearly visible 

and legible  
x. return unused equipment and excess materials to the correct storage location  
y. carry out the process safely and in the optimum time  
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Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Plan a spectacle/frame or other display area 
1. reasons for the display: routine conditions, seasonal conditions  
2. policies regarding presentation  
3. calculation of space requirements  
4. planning and organising work within deadlines  
5. standards and availability of equipment  

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Set up and dismantle a spectacle/frame or other display area  
6. the types of display equipment: free standing, fixed  
7. the types of circumstance for displays: best working conditions, routine 

working conditions  
8. load bearing capacities for equipment used  
9. storage location for unused equipment and tools  
10. safe lifting and carrying techniques  
11. procedures for dealing with damaged equipment  
12. the different requirements for stocking: busy or routine situations, outside 

working hours  
13. setting up a new display  
14. maintaining an existing display  
15. identification of stock unsuitable for display  
16. practice policies regarding rejected stock  
17. awareness of load carrying limitations  
18. storage facilities for stock materials, tools and equipment  

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Label the product or fixture 
19. types of labelling: product information, practice information  
20. the use of the correct label according to the product and the situation  
21. the use of labelling equipment  
22. correct storage procedures for equipment and materials  
23. the implications of incorrect labelling and the legal requirements  
24. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
25. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

26. the legislation applicable to the practice 
27. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 04: Manage the optical practice 

 
Overview This unit is about your responsibilities for ensuring the smooth running of the optical 

practice in terms of business performance, clinical operations and non-clinical 
operations. It involves making sure that the practice resources are understood and in 
place according to the practice requirements in order to achieve its business objectives 
as well as managing the appointment list of individuals attending for eye examinations, 
sight tests, contact lens-related activities and for other optical reasons. It includes the 
preparation for the clinic and dealing with post-clinic activities. You need to be able to 
assess the individual's priority and identify and deal with emergencies. You will be 
managing the practice's resources and stock as well as dealing with technical issues. 
 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Manage business operations 
a. draw up a forecast of estimated sales and professional fee income based on 

historical information  
b. communicate team targets, priorities and changes to relevant colleagues and 

allocate targets to individuals according to their expertise and responsibilities  
c. manage staff rosters that take account of individual expertise and planned and 

unplanned staff absences  
d. maintain records in accordance with practice requirements  
e. identify good and poor performance by reviewing sales performance at regular 

intervals  
f. communicate performance outcomes (good and poor) to the team and 

identify improvement measures where required  
g. implement a plan to improve performance outcomes  

 
Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Manage clinical operations 
h. confirm all required records and resources are available, accurate and fit for 

purpose 
i. identify individuals' special needs and agree actions to address these  
j. identify and alert professional colleagues to potential business opportunities 

with regard to individual  
k. allocate tasks to your colleagues according to their expertise and competence  
l. confirm that individual’s records are up to date  
m. confirm that individual needs have been identified correctly  
n. confirm that the individual's requirements are explained to the dispenser in 

accordance with your practice's handover requirements  
o. confirm that referrals have been processed correctly and individuals' records 

have been updated  
p. manage all financial transactions  
q. confirm that the premises are secured at close of business  

 
Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Manage stock activities 
r. confirm that stock remains at the agreed level by reviewing stock levels at 

regular intervals  
s. rotate stock and dispose of products not within their ‘use by’ dates in 

accordance with legal  
t. follow security procedures  
u. maintain and display the agreed amount of stock at the right time according to 

the stock and display plans  
v. propose variations to the range of stock that are likely to improve sales  
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w. implement variations to the range of stock within your level of your authority  
x. confirm stock received against delivery notes and the original order  
y. resolve inconsistencies between stock received and expectations  
z. confirm that stock is priced and displayed according to practice requirements  

 
Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Manage business operations 
1. the practice business plan and your area of responsibility within it  
2. how targets are set and communicated 
3. sources of information on sales and fees  
4. your product pricing and professional fee structures  
5. your sales budget  
6. the competence of the personnel involved  
7. where to go for advice and information  
8. your sales and other targets  
9. monitoring techniques  
10. methods for improving performance  
11. your own level of authority 

 
Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Manage clinical operations 
 the appointments for the day and the personnel on duty  

12. your practice's procedures for confirming appointments  
13. which NHS forms are appropriate and the regulations governing these and 

other benefits  
14. the latest products available and the benefits they offer  
15. your practice's standards of presentation and any corporate identity  
16. the competence of the personnel involved  
17. what to do if the required personnel are not available  
18. your practice's standards of personal presentation and hygiene  
19. the information required to update records  
20. the range of products and services that may benefit the individual, the way in 

which they may benefit the individual and their prices  
21. how to identify potential emergencies and the actions that should be taken  
22. the importance of providing accurate information on the individual to the 

optometrist  
23. the importance of the optometrist introducing the individual to the dispenser  
24. methods of payment  
25. your practice's standards of presentation and any corporate identity  
26. how to complete orders and where to send them  
27. the importance of processing data quickly and your practice's banking 

procedures  
28. your practice's data back-up procedures  
29. your practice's display plan  
30. how to complete payment claims and the claims timetable  
31. your own level of authority  
32. your scope to propose improvements  
33. your practice's standards of presentation and any corporate identity  
34. your practice's security requirements  
35. the legislation applicable to the practice 
36. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
37. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

38. the legislation applicable to the practice 
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39. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
 

You need to 
know and 
understand 

Manage stock activities 
40. the amount and range of stock held in your practice  
41. your practice's stock plan  
42. your practice's display plan  
43. methods of monitoring stock appropriate to the product and your practice  
44. how your suppliers' stock systems work  
45. the legal requirements covering ‘use by’ dates  
46. the implications of and how to report shrinkage  
47. the amount and range of stock held in your practice  
48. the nature of any anticipated activities and how these affect your stock  
49. your sales targets  
50. how to keep up to date with the latest trends in optical fashion and technology  
51. how to order stock  
52. your practice's pricing policy  
53. the legal requirements covering ‘use by’ dates  
54. the implications of and how to report shrinkage  
55. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
56. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

57. the legislation applicable to the practice 
58. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 05: Manage health and safety in the optical practice 

Overview This Unit covers health and safety in the practice. It includes responding to hazards, 

accidents and emergencies and reporting accidents and taking actions to prevent 

further accidents. It also includes disposing of waste materials cleanly and safely. Users 

of this Unit will need to ensure that practice reflects up to date information and 

policies and all relevant regulatory (e.g. GOS) and legislative requirements.  

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Carry out Risk Assessments 
a. identify the hazards 
b. evaluate the hazards 
c. identify who might be harmed 
d. identify tolerability and/or acceptability of risks 
e. identify and implement hazard mitigation approach 
f. implement procedures when mitigation options are identified as insufficient  
g. review the hazard mitigation approach   
h. record Risk Assessment information according to record type and  using 

accepted formats, systems and procedures 

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Carry out Optometry Triage 
i. Communicate with the individual in a way that promotes clear and rational 

responses 
j. Follow all relevant triage procedures 
k. Establish the background to the condition presented through questioning 
l. Establish the current symptoms through questioning 
m. Advise on next steps for the individual 
n. Carry out any first aid in accordance with procedures  

  
Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Comply with Health and Safety requirements of the practice   
o. identify the health and safety requirements relevant to your role and optical 

practice 
p. follow optical practice health and safety requirements when carrying out own 

work duties 
q. ensure that hygiene of self, equipment and environment are all in accordance 

with practice policies and procedures 
r. maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

s. supervise the cleaning work of others  
 

You must be 
able to: 

Dispose of waste  
t. handle waste correctly according to its characteristics  
u. use any necessary protective clothing and equipment in line with the 

organisation’s and/or manufacturer’s instructions  
v. remove waste promptly as it occurs and  in the correct location  
w. clean all equipment and return to correct location  
x. adhere to safety procedures at all times  
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Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Carry out Risk Assessments 
1. the difference between risks and hazards 
2. hazard identification techniques and procedures 
3. how to evaluate a hazard in terms of likelihood of occurrence and impact 
4. how to identify tolerability and/or acceptability of risks 
5. the principles of hazard mitigation 
6. the available hazard mitigation options 
7. procedures when mitigation options are identified as insufficient  
8. how to record Risk Assessment information according to record type and store 

using accepted formats, systems and procedures  
 

Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Carry out Optometry Triage 
9. how to communicate with the individual in a way that promotes clear and 

rational responses 
10. the range of common conditions and symptoms requiring triage (e.g. red eye) 
11. the organisational triage procedures 
12. how to establish the background to the condition and current symptoms 

through questioning 
13. the available next steps for the individual in terms of appointments 

(emergency, urgent or non-urgent) 
14. the organisational first aid procedures 
15. the extent of your own ability and authority to carry out first aid  

 
Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Comply with Health and Safety requirements of the practice   
16. the optical practice health and safety requirements and procedures 
17. how to ensure that hygiene of self, equipment and environment are in 

accordance with practice policies and procedures 
18. how to identify risks and hazards 
19. how to respond to the different types of emergency and accidents 
20. the location, purpose and limitations of relevant equipment 
21. how to access and use relevant equipment 
22. evacuation procedures  
23. the position of fire exits and assembly points  
24. how to record information according to record type and  using accepted 

formats, systems and procedures  
25. the importance of keeping fire exits clear  

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Dispose of waste  
26. how to deal with waste material 
27. location and use of protective clothing  
28. appropriate disposal of waste to minimise pests and prevent fires  
29. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
30. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

31. the legislation applicable to the practice 
32. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 06: Manage customer service 

Overview This Unit is all about the customer service experience within the optical practice. It 

includes delivering customer service and supervising/managing the customer service 

of others.  

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Deliver customer service 
a. acknowledge promptly and politely customers’ requests for information and 

advice 
b. identify the customer’s needs for information and advice 
c. communicate information and advice to customers in ways they can 

understand 
d. provide information and advice to customers that is relevant, complete, 

accurate and up-to-date  
e. check politely that the information and advice provided meets the customer’s 

needs 
f. find other ways to help the customer when the information and advice given is 

not satisfactory  
g. refer requests for information or advice to the right person when you cannot 

help the customer 

 
 Manage the delivery of customer service 

h. engage people within your organisation and other key stakeholders in 
managing customer service 

i. establish clear and measurable standards of customer service, taking into 
account customers’ expectations, your organisation’s resources and any legal 
or regulatory requirements 

j. organise people and other resources to meet customer service standards, 
taking account of varying levels of demand and likely contingencies 

k. confirm people delivering customer service are competent to carry out their 
duties, and provide them with any necessary training, support and supervision.  

l. ensure people understand the standards of customer service they are 
expected to deliver and the extent of their autonomy in responding to 
customers’ requests and problems  

m. take responsibility for dealing with customers’ requests and problems referred 
to you, seeking advice from specialists and/or more senior managers, where 
necessary 

n. ensure customers are kept informed about the actions you are taking to deal 
with their requests or problems 

o. encourage staff and customers to provide feedback on their perceptions of the 
standards of customer service 

p. continuously monitor the standards of customer service delivered, customers’ 
requests and problems and feedback from staff and customers 

q. analyse customer service data to identify the causes of problems and 
opportunities for improving customer service 

r. make or recommend changes to processes, systems or standards in order to 
improve customer service 
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Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Deliver customer service 
1. how to identify the customer’s needs for information and advice 
2. how to give clear and accurate information and check the customer 

understands you 
3. sources of information about the products and services that the company 

offers to customers, including information about where products are from, 
what they consist of and whether they can be recycled after use 

4. who to approach for help if you cannot provide information and advice 
yourself 

5. how to effectively deal with difficult individuals 
6. the importance of body language  
7. the types of problems that may occur when you are communicating with 

individuals 

8. how to adapt communication methods to meet the needs of individuals  

9. why it is important to keep customer loyalty and confidence 
10. how to deal with difficult customers 
11. how to maintain customer loyalty and confidence while dealing with requests 

for information and advice 
12. company policy on customer service and how this applies to giving information 

and advice to customers 
 

Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Manage the delivery of customer service 
13. how to engage people within your organisation and other stakeholders in 

managing customer service 
14. how to establish clear and measurable standards of customer service, taking 

into account customers’ expectations and your organisation’s resources 
15. how to organise staffing and other resources to meet customer service 

standards, and the importance of taking account of varying levels of demand 
and likely contingencies 

16. how to identify likely contingencies when organising staffing and other 
resources 

17. how to identify sustainable resources and ensure their effective use when 
organising the delivery of customer service 

18. the importance of ensuring customer service staff are competent to carry out 
their duties, and providing them with any necessary support, and how to do so 

19. the importance of ensuring staff understand the standards of customer service 
they are expected to deliver and the extent of their autonomy in responding to 
customers’ requests and problems 

20. the importance of taking responsibility for dealing with customers’ requests 
and problems referred to you, seeking advice from specialists and/or more 
senior managers, where necessary 

21. the importance of keeping customers informed about the actions you are 
taking to deal with their requests or problems.  

22. how to identify and manage potential issues before they develop into 
problems 

23. how to deal with customers’ requests and/or problems 
24. the importance of encouraging staff and customers to provide feedback on 

their perceptions of the standards of customer service 
25. how to monitor the standards of customer service delivered, customers’ 

requests and problems and feedback from staff and customers, and the 
importance of doing so continuously 
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26. the types of customer service data available and how to analyse such data to 
identify the causes of problems and opportunities for improving customer 
service 

27. types of problems and opportunities for improving customer service. k16 the 
importance of making or recommending changes to processes, systems and/or 
standards in order to improve customer service, and how to do so 

28. industry/sector requirements for the delivery of customer service 
29. individuals within your area of work, their roles, responsibilities, competences 

and potential 
30. your organisation’s key stakeholders and their interests 
31. your organisation’s customers and their expectations of customer service 
32. your organisation’s complaints policy and procedures 
33. your organisation’s available resources 
34. your organisation’s staffing in relation to delivering customer service 
35. sources of advice, guidance and support from customer service specialists or 

more senior managers 
36. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
37. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 
38. the legislation applicable to the practice 
39. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 07: Provide contact lens service 
 

Overview This Unit covers the supply of contact lenses including checking the prescription and 
demonstrating to the individual how to fit, care and  contact lenses. It also includes the after-
care arrangements, out-of-hours service and arrangements for further appointments.  
 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Confirm the contact lenses against the order and prescription  
a. confirm that the contact lenses received from the supplier or stock match the order 

requested  
b. refer anomalies to the relevant clinically qualified person  
c. inform the individual how the lenses will be collected or delivered  
d. manage the appointments process according to your practice procedures  
e. ensure that the contact lenses are correctly prepared and ready for collection  
f. confirm that the contact lenses are correctly supplied according to your practice's' 

procedures  
g. maintain hygiene standards according to your practice's' procedures  
h. maintain a helpful and courteous manner with the individual  
i. complete the required documentation in accordance with organisational procedures  

 
You must be 
able to: 

Supply the contact lenses to individuals  
j. confirm the individual is familiar and confident with the routine lens fitting 

procedures described by the contact lens optician  
k. show the individual how to insert, remove and centre contact lenses as agreed with 

the contact lens optician  
l. conform when the individual requires checks on vision, fit and comfort, they are 

referred to the contact lens optician  
m. ensure that where anomalies or complex requirements are identified, the relevant 

person is consulted  
n. confirm the wearing schedule with the individual as agreed with the contact lens 

optician  
 

You must be 
able to: 

Advise individual on handling and care requirements  
o. provide the individual with information on the after-care regime  
p. confirm that the individual can safely and successfully insert and remove their 

contact lenses  
q. confirm that the individual understands how to care for their contact lenses  
r. inform the individual of the recall procedure  
s. ensure that the individual understands the need to notify a qualified person 

promptly of any adverse reactions when wearing contact lenses  
t. inform the individual of the emergency, out-of-hours and after-sales service 

available  
u. inform the individual of the recall procedure  
v. advise the individual of the out-of-hours and after-sales service available  
w. record relevant information accurately, comprehensively and in accordance with 

organisation procedure 
x. confirm the handover process, outstanding documentation and administration are 

completed effectively  
y. manage the payment process according to your practice's procedures  
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Knowledge 
and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Confirm the contact lenses against the order and prescription 
1. the legislation covering the sale and supply of contact lenses  
2. the legislation covering the issue of written prescriptions  
3. the benefits and various features of contact lenses  
4. the replacement frequency of contact lenses  
5. the range of parameters of contact lenses  
6. units of measurement including dioptres, cylinder and axis  
7. the types of materials used for contact lenses  
8. the methods of supply  
9. the requirements for individual aftercare  
10. how to complete the required documentation in accordance with organisational 

procedures  
11. your own level of authority  
12. why and to whom to refer queries 
13. the standards relevant to your own role/performance 
14. the implications of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)  

 

You need to 
know and 
understand 

Supply the contact lenses to individuals  
15. your responsibilities and those of the contact lens optician  
16. the definitions, advantages and disadvantages of frequent replacement, disposable 

and extended wear lenses  
17. contact lens insertion and removal techniques  
18. need for and importance of hygiene  
19. typical circumstances when wearing contact lenses is not suitable  
20. storage of contact lenses  
21. practice and statutory requirements, policies, procedures, instructions  

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Advise individual on handling and care requirements  
22. the principles of disinfection and lens cleaning  
23. manufacturer's and contact lens optician's instructions for care of lenses and eyes  
24. relevant solution systems for different types of lenses and materials  
25. emergency, out-of-hours and after-sales service available  
26. the types of problems that can occur with wearing contact lenses  
27. typical adverse reactions and actions to be taken  
28. practice recall procedures  
29. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
30. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

31. the legislation applicable to the practice 
32. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 08: Supervise the work of others in the optical practice 

Overview This Unit is for those individuals with a supervisory responsibility for others (one or 

more) in the optical practice or . This includes planning and co-ordinating the work of 

others to ensure the business runs smoothly and efficiently. You help the business to 

schedule the work of staff, ensuing the highest standards are achieved by making the 

best use of their skills. You also observe staff at work, making sure that 

they are carrying out their work as planned and help them with any problems when 

they occur. You also have an important role in giving staff feedback on their work and 

motivating them to achieve the results that individuals expect.  

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

Help to schedule the work of others 
a. Confirm the work to be done and the timescale for delivery of that work 

b. identify the specific requirements that must be met and the resources 

required 

c. evaluate the best use of available resources and take account of your 

organisation's policies and procedures 

d. develop contingency plans for things that may go wrong 

e. check your plans and obtain feedback to improve the standards of work 

f. brief others on the work plans and confirm their understanding in a way that 

promotes a team approach 

g. update your plans to take account of any changes in requirements or 

resources 

 

You must be 
able to: 

Coordinate and monitor the work of others 
h. check the quality and progress of the work of others on a regular basis 
i. ensure their work meets the agreed requirements 
j. provide others with the support and relevant training they need 
k. cause as little disruption as possible when the progress of others 
l. deal with any problems that occur within the limits of your responsibility 

 
You must be 
able to: 
 
 
 

Provide feedback to others on their performance 
m. communicate with others in a manner that is aimed at maintaining and 

improving their performance 
n. provide others with feedback that is clear and objective 
o. provide others with constructive suggestions and encouragement for 

improving their work 
p. treat others with respect when you give them feedback 
q. ensure that all feedback is confidential 
r. provide staff with opportunities to respond to your feedback 
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Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Help to schedule the work of others 
1. the importance of supervising the work of others so that they carry out work 

as scheduled 
2. the relevant areas of employment and health and safety legislation 
3. the limits of your responsibility when it comes to supervising others 
4. your organisation's procedures that are relevant to supervising the work of 

others 
5. the importance of knowing about the resources available to you 
6. how to identify the requirements for a piece of work and the resources 

available to you 
7. how to develop plans - for example, staff rotas and schedules 
8. the importance of contingency planning and how to develop this 
9. how to make the best use of resources and staff's skills 
10. how to promote good will and a team approach 
11. the importance of consulting with the individual about the work plans 
12. the types of organisational constraints which may affect your planning 
13. how to brief your staff on your plans for their work 
14. the importance of checking that your staff understand your plans for their 

work 
15. the types of situations that may require you updating your plans 

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

Coordinate and monitor the work of others 
16. the importance of ensuing that others meet the agreed work requirements 
17. how to check the work of others without causing disruption 
18. the types of support and training that staff may need and how to provide it 
19. the types of problems that may occur and how to deal with these 

 
You need to 
know and 
understand 
 

Provide feedback to others on their performance 
20. how to communicate to others to maintain and improve their performance 
21. the importance of giving feedback to others and ensuring that your feedback is 

clear and objective 
22. how to choose a time for giving others your feedback 
23. the importance of praising the achievements of others 
24. the importance of identifying areas of work where others could improve their 

performance 
25. how to give constructive suggestions and encouragement to others  
26. why it is important to treat others with respect when you provide feedback 
27. the principles of confidentiality when providing feedback – which people 

should receive which pieces of information 
28. how to motivate and gain the commitment of others by providing feedback 
29. how to access, interpret and apply all relevant organisational procedures 
30. how to maintain required standard of infection prevention and control 

31. the legislation applicable to the practice 
32. how to maintain records according to practice requirements  
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Unit 09: Develop and maintain own skills and practise 
 
Overview This Unit is about reflecting on current practice, identifying own learning and 

development needs and taking part in continuing professional development. 

 

Performance 
criteria  
 
You must be 
able to 

a. identify current performance requirements relevant to your practice  

b. identify trends and developments relevant to own skills, knowledge and 

practice  

c. identify and critically reflect on how own beliefs and attitudes influence own 

practice  

d. seek feedback, collect information and continually reflect on own performance  

e. assess the extent to which own practice is inclusive and promotes equality and 

diversity  

f. review and evaluate own skills, knowledge and practice against available 

information  

g. prioritise areas for development and plan how learning and development will 

be achieved  

h. inform relevant individuals and use appropriate systems to report and address 

factors that impact negatively on own practice  

i. access development needed to carry out own work more effectively and 

continually use a range of resources to keep own knowledge, skills and 

practice up to date  

j. keep records of own actions, development plans and progress, and use them 

to support and inform ongoing reflective practice  

k. apply new knowledge and skills to consolidate learning, improve own practice, 

and review the effectiveness of newly acquired knowledge and skill  

l. share knowledge, skills and improvements to practice with colleagues where it 

is likely to be of benefit own  

 

Knowledge and 
understanding  
 
You need to 
know and 
understand 

1. the extent and limitations of the requirements and responsibilities associated 

with own role  

2. the health and safety practice and personal and social skills relevant to own 

area of work and management of own workload  

3. team, organisational and own professional goals  

4. how to explore current performance requirements relevant to own practice, 

including role descriptors, standards, benchmarks, codes of practice, and 

values and principles relevant to own practice  

5. how to find out about and stay abreast of trends and developments relevant 

to own skills, knowledge and practice including those relating to technological 

developments  

6. effective methods for assessing own values, beliefs and attitudes relevant to 

own skills and practice  

7. why it is important to understand own values, beliefs and attitudes and how it 

can affect own work practice as well as own learning and development  

8. why it is important to seek feedback on own performance from all those 

involved in the learning process and ways that this can be done  
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9. the type of information that should be collected to inform a review of own 

skills, knowledge and practice  

10. ways to continuously reflect on and evaluate own efficiency and effectiveness 

and why this is important  

11. methods that can be used to assess the extent to which own practice is 

inclusive and promotes equality and diversity  

12. methods that can be used to evaluate own skills knowledge and practice and 

the range of information that should be used to inform this process  

13. the information that should be considered in the prioritisation of own learning 

and development needs  

14. sources and methods of relevant continuous and professional development to 

facilitate own learning  

15. how research can help to update practice  

16. methods, systems and processes for sharing evaluation information and 

suggesting improvements  

17. how to provide constructive criticism when suggesting improvements to 

colleagues  

18. why it is important to keep records of own actions, development plans and 

progress and how these can be used to inform ongoing reflective practice  

19. why it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of learning resources and 

learning provision used for own learning and development and who this 

information should be shared with  

20. how sharing good practice with others can help to develop own practice  

21. the importance of continuous professional development and collaborative 

reflection on learning development practice  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


